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Two-view methods have been well developed to identify human actions. However, in a case where the
corresponding imaged points cannot induce distinguished measures, the performance of the methods
deteriorates. For this reason, we propose a new view-invariant measure for human action recognition
by enforcing tri-view constraints in this paper. This new measurement method can be tolerant to
different rates of human actions and the anthropometric proportions. We apply our approach to
video synchronization by imposing both the similarity ratio and the consistency in the trifocal tensor
over entire video sequences. By testing on both synthetic and real data, our method has achieved
higher tolerance to noise levels, as well as higher identification accuracy than the traditional two-view
method. Experimental results demonstrate that our approach can identify human pose transitions,

in spite of dynamic time-lines, different viewpoints and unknown camera parameters.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Human action recognition is one of the current active research
topics in computer vision. This is due, in part, to a wide
spectrum of promising applications such as visual surveillance,
behavior understanding, content-based image retrieval and
athletic performance analysis. A very basic problem that is
commonly addressed in action recognition is the effective
clustering of the inter-variances that are exhibited for the same
movement by different users [1].

The development of algorithms to recognize human actions
has proved to be a challenging task since it combines the
uncertainty associated with computational vision and with
the difficulty in modeling the dynamics of an articulated
object with non-rigidity. Current approaches for human action
recognition can be roughly grouped into several categories
based on ‘representation’ [2]. The main categories include
geometric models of human body parts [3], spatial–temporal
pattern templates and optical flow patterns [4, 5]. The silhouette
representation can also be extended to characterize an actor’s

body outline through space and time [6]. One important
representation that has gained considerable attention is the use
of space-time interest points and their trajectories for action
and activity analysis [7, 8]. In addition, a set of body points
are widely used as the representation of a human pose in action
recognition [9–11]. This is due to the fact that human body
can be modeled as an articulated object and body points, which
can capture sufficient information to achieve the task of action
recognition.

Although many aspects of the action recognition have been
well studied, dependency of the representation and recognition
of actions on viewpoints have received relatively less attention
compared with the overall body of work in human action
recognition [12, 13]. In [14], the authors propose a view-
invariant representation of actions consisting of dynamic
instants and intervals, which is defined as maxima in the spatial–
temporal curvature of the hand trajectory that is preserved from
3D to 2D. Similar works that use perspective camera models
for view-invariant action recognition are also reported [9, 15].
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Extending the traditional solutions focusing on
correspondences over two views, we exploit the tri-view
constraints from the trifocal tensor to measure the action dis-
similarity. We propose a different approach using a trifocal
tensor instead of the fundamental matrix and get better results
on tolerance to noise levels as well as action recognition
accuracy.

In this work, our contributions are listed as follows: (i) Unlike
previous methods, our method takes advantage of tri-view
geometry constraints instead of the commonly used spatial–
temporal analysis [16] in human motion or the two-view one
in human action recognition. (ii) Current two-view methods
[11, 17] depend on pose transitions across two frames, which fail
to recognize actions when indistinguishable poses are observed.
Nonetheless, we use the similarity ratio that is derived from
the observation matrix of the trifocal tensor to measure the
similarity between two model actions and the query action.
The similarity between the query action and the other two
model actions is determined by the motion points in 3D space,
thus providing view-invariant recognition of human actions.
That is to say, we find the invariants for the motion points
across three frames performed by three actors. As mentioned
above, the proposed method can avoid time-consuming spatial–
temporal analysis and outperform two-view solutions in the
aspects of noise robustness and action recognition accuracy in
unknown datasets by enforcing more strict viewpoint-invariant
constraints.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After reviewing
the related literature in Section 2, we describe our solution for
view-invariant pose and action recognition in Section 3. Then
Section 4 presents the experimental results that validate the
proposed method on both semi-synthetic and real data. The
experimental result analysis is discussed in Section 5, followed
by our conclusion in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK

Several techniques highlight the importance of view-invariant
recognition and furthermore solve the viewpoint-unaffected
recognition. The view-invariant method is proposed by Yilmaz
and Shah in [18]. They argue that 3D points on an action
boundary can generate a 2D contour and such a sequence
of 2D contours generate a spatial–temporal volume. Thereby,
action recognition is performed after action descriptors are
computed by analyzing the differential geometric properties
of spatial–temporal volume. The approach presented in
[19] is to analyze the invariance of human actions by
using semantic correspondences between human bodies. This
algorithm can acquire good identifying results in human action
recognition, since the authors introduce sophisticated analysis
on spatial or temporal and semantic correspondences that
couple with transformations on anthropometry and morphology.
Nonetheless, our method has the similar goal but differs

in that it uses the geometric property inherent in tri-view
relationship to recognize human actions. Our approach falls into
the category of geometric methods that are regarded as new
techniques in human action recognition because of the well-
studied excellence in geometry.

Owing to the fact that the projective and affine geometry
of multiple views are well understood [20], various invariants
have been proposed for human action recognition [11, 21]. Shen
and Foroosh [11] present an approach for view-invariant action
recognition using constraints derived from the eigenvalues of
planar homographies associated with triplets of body points.
The equality of two eigenvalues of the homology is imposed as
constraints on the similarity of two actions, which can accurately
identify human pose transitions that are obtained from different
viewpoints. Similar work was undertaken by Shen and Foroosh
in [21]. The method proposed in [22] uses the fundamental ratios
to carry out action recognition. However, a set of triplets of body
points, which is used as the action representation, is not always
sufficient to identify human actions globally since only two pose
transitions starting from the same pose can be identified.

To the best of our knowledge, the existing view-invariant
action recognition methods mostly use two-view constraints
[11, 17]. The essence of the epipolar constraints over two
views can be interpreted as the coplanarity relationship that
is derived from corresponding points’ back-projected rays.
However, the trifocal constraint over three views is the
incidence of corresponding image lines that encapsulates a
more restricted geometric relationship for lines or points than
epipolar constraints [20]. In addition, the consistency of the
tensor confined in tri-view can be viewed as another constraint
to enforce the similarity during the entire action performance
for the application of video synchronization [23]. Our approach
accurately recognizes the query action in videos of interest by
using geometric relationships confined to three observations
of an action. We take advantage of the incidence relations in
3-space between image correspondences to measure the
similarity between the model and query actions.

3. ACTION RECOGNITION BY ENFORCING
TRI-VIEW CONSTRAINTS

In this section, we discuss our representation of actions and pro-
pose a novel recognizing scheme based on tri-view correspon-
dences. Geometric constraints on these correspondences are
used to analyze actions in the similarity measurement. To relax
the restrictive anthropometric assumptions such as isometry,
we adopt the concept of pose transitions [11] defined by motion
points to present an action. The main concern of our work is the
recognition of human activity performed by different people
at varying rates in different environments or viewpoints. Two-
view geometric methods do well in addressing human activity
analysis [11, 17]. Extending this work, we present a measure to
match actions by utilizing tri-view constraints. Note that there
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is no restriction on from which angles and positions to select
annotated frames in our framework. In fact, a randomly picked
triplet of synchronous annotated frames from a set of multi-view
captured scenes would induce the tri-view relationship among
the picked frames. Such a relationship is sufficient to perform
the measure of action similarity once these frames are given as
labeled 3D skeletons.

3.1. Constraints induced by tri-view correspondences

We describe our representation of actions performed by different
people at varying viewpoints. The model of a moving body
as a set of points is quite common in the literature of
computer vision. Johansson [24] demonstrated that point-
based representations contain sufficient information for action
recognition. Thus, we model human actions as a set of body
points and furthermore enforce geometric constraints on these
correspondences to analyze actions as they occur. In our work,
the input is the 2D motion of a set of n points, which are observed
by a camera.

Assume that I, J and K represent three different sequences.
Then Ip, Jp, Kp denote the pth frame of sequences I, J

and K , respectively. Consider the case of 〈I1, I2〉 −→
〈Ji, Jj 〉 −→ 〈Km, Kn〉, where −→ denotes the commutative
correspondence. The transformation from I1 to I2 corresponds
to Ji to Jj , and Km to Kn. Then I1, I2, Ji, Jj , Km and Kn can be
regarded as the images of the same moving articulated object
viewed by three cameras at three different places. It is clear that
corresponding image points among three image planes will only
reduce a planar homography that captures planar transformation
if cameras are located at the same position [20]. Therefore, the
image triplet of [I1, Ji, Km] induces a trifocal tensor T that
restrains the relationship between three cameras. The trifocal
tensor T consists of three 3×3 matrices, which can be written
as T = [T1,T2,T3]. There is a 3-point correspondence over
three views that is constrained by the trifocal tensor, in which
a 3D point X maps to x in the first image, to x1 in the second
image and to x2 in the third. Then, the following point–point–
point incidence relationship holds:

[x1]×
(∑

i

xiTi

)
[x2]× = 03×3, (1)

where xi is the ith element of x, and [·]× stands for the skew-
symmetric cross-product matrix [20].

The trifocal tensor has 27 elements, but only their ratios
are significant, leaving 26 that must be specified. Equation (1)
corresponds to a set of nine equations. Only four are linearly
independent among nine equations. By rewriting Equation (1),
we then have:

At = 0, (2)

where t = [t1, t2, t3] is the 27-vector made up of the entries
of the trifocal tensor. We refer to A = [A1, A2, A3] as

the observation matrix, which is constructed using only the
coordinates of corresponding points in three views. Then
Equation (2) can be divided into the following equations:

A1t1 = 0, A2t2 = 0, A3t3 = 0. (3)

Exploring the method in [17] that uses a similarity measure
derived from a fundamental matrix, we extend the observation
matrix by introducing the novel formula in the following:
Given n point–point–point correspondences xi = [ui, vi, 1]T ,
x1i = [u1i , v1i , 1]T , x2i = [u2i , v2i , 1] (i = 1, . . . n), matrix
A can be extended to a set of n × 9, which can be defined as
follows:
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⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (4)

If we would like to achieve ti from Equation (4), A must
have rank at most n − 1 when n point correspondences are
available, and this rank constraint can be exploited to measure
action dissimilarity. The condition number of A, i.e. the ratio of
the smallest singular value σ27 to the largest singular value σ1,
provides the algebraic error of corresponding points in matrix
A. This similarity measure ratio that is analogous to the one
used in [17] can measure the similarity of two actions:

κ = σ27

σ1
. (5)

The smaller the κ , the more similar are the two sequences.
As has been observed previously, invariance in object

recognition is a property of geometric configuration that is
unaffected under a certain class of transformations. However,
it is usually unreasonable to place restrictions on the possible
viewpoints of cameras. Action recognition algorithms should
demonstrate invariance to changes in viewpoints. Based on what
is mentioned above, we propose the following proposition.

Proposition 1. Suppose that three fixed cameras are
observing two stages of the same action. Let T and T1 be the
two trifocal tensors induced by two image triplets reserved in
the three views; then we have

T ∼ T1, (6)

where ∼ denotes the projective equality that is invariant to the
camera orientation.
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Proof. Denote P1 as the 3 × 4 homogeneous camera projection
matrix [20], H as a 4×4 matrix representing a projective
transformation of 3-space and X = [x, y, z, 1]T as a world
point represented by a homogenous 4-vector. Observe that
P1X = (P1H)(H−1X), and this holds also for P2 and P3,
respectively. Thus if x ←→ x1 ←→ x2 are matched points
with respect to the triple of cameras {P1, P2, P3}, corresponding
to a 3D point X, then they are also matched points with respect
to the triple of cameras {P1H, P2H, P3H}, corresponding to the
points H−1X.

To unify the different scale units of the data points in the
matric in Equation (6), we normalize both sides using T̃i =| Ti |
/ ‖ Ti ‖F , (i = 1, 2, 3), where | · | refers to the absolute value
operator and ‖ · ‖F denotes the Frobenius norm. Then we have

T̃ ∼ T̃1. (7)

In the real situation, T̃ and T̃1 may not be exactly equal on
account of measurement noises, computational errors and the
same actions that are represented by different motion points.
Therefore, the residual error between T̃ and T̃1 is defined by
the following error function:

ε(T̃, T̃1) = ‖ T̃ − T̃1 ‖F . (8)

3.2. ARSMR algorithm

The datasets used in our experiments contain many classified
actions. Each action is associated with a number of frames, and
different actions have different frames. We label each action
with a unique, semantic label such as ‘Walk’, ‘Run’and ‘Jump’.
For a query frame as its input, our algorithm is able to select
a mostly suitable action label from those existing labels in the
dataset based on the similarity scores between the query frame
and the frames in the dataset. Our Action Recognition using
the Similarity Measure Ratio (ARSMR) is implemented in the
ARSMR algorithm.

In our algorithm, we label frame s based on its average
similarity measure ratio κ value for each action. The use of the
average rather than only one κ value is to obtain the convincing
query result. Assuming each action has L frames, there are C2

L

pair-wise frame combinations in total, which is the second order.
In order to reduce the complexity in the presence of the large L,
we use a constant C instead. C is set to be 3 in this work. The
reason for this is that we experimentally find that the variance of
similarity measure ratios κ1, κ2, κ3 for both matched and non-
matched actions is very small.

The thresholds t and T used in the ARSMR algorithm are
given as Procedure 1 and Procedure 2, respectively.

Procedure 1. The procedure for setting the value of
threshold t .

Step 1: For the training dataset, we randomly select a frame f
from any action sequences in the dataset, followed by randomly
choosing five different action sequences with the same action

Algorithm 1 ARSMR algorithm
Require: Input: A frame s.

Output: The action label of s.
N is the number of the actions in the dataset.

Ensure:
1: for i ← 1, . . . N do
2: Randomly select two frames from action i as the model

and calculate the κ value of s with these two models for
action i according to Eq. (5).

3: if κ > T % T is a threshold % then
4: scoreaverage[i]= -1 % negative value means ignore this

action %
5: else
6: score=h=0
7: if h≤C then
8: % C is a positive constant representing the times

we calculate κ value of s for action passing the
threshold T. In our experiments, we set C=3 %

9: for h ← 1, . . . C do
10: randomly select two frames from action i;

construct the observation matrix according to Eq.
(4);
calculate the κh value of s in the hth round
according to Eq. (5);
score = score + κh

11: end for
12: while variance(κ1, . . . , κC)> t % t is the threshold

for the variance value of κ1, . . . , κC % do
13: C=C+1

calculate variance(κ1, . . . , κC)
score=score+κC

14: end while
15: end if

scoreaverage[i]=score/C
16: end if
17: end for

label s as the label of action i with the minimum positive
value with scoreaverage[i]

label as frame f from the database. We repeat this process five
times. Now we have five s action sequences, and each action
sequence has five action frames. We select one frame from each
action sequence.

Step 2: For each s action sequence, we calculate three distinct
κ values between f and other two frames for each s action
sequence, and obtain the variance of these three distinct κ values
for each s action sequence.

Step 3: The threshold variance t is set to the maximum value
of all the five variances of five s action sequences.

Procedure 2. The procedure for setting the value of threshold
T of the κ value for the matched action frames.

Step 1: We randomly select five different action sequences
from the database as the training dataset.
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Step 2: For each sequence s, we randomly select two distinct
frames as the model and calculate the maximum κ value from
other distinct three frames from sequence s, respectively.

Step 3: The threshold T is obtained by calculating the
maximum of all the five different maximum κ values,which
are obtained in Step 2, of each sequence

As such, we set the acceptable variance threshold t to be 0.3
based on Procedure 1. If the variance of similarity scores is
more than 0.3, we increase the number of random selections
in the algorithm. The ARSMR algorithm starts by computing
the κ value between the query frame s and two frames selected
from each action. If the κ values do exceed the threshold T ,
the corresponding action will be excluded in the following
matching. This is because the label of s cannot be the label
of this particular action. By doing so, we can efficiently reduce
the complexity.

According to our experiments, we set threshold T to be 0.06
based on Procedure 2. For the rest of each action in the dataset
with its similar value with respect to the query frame s that is
less than T , we select pair-wise frames from each action, and
calculate their similar values to s. In this way, we obtain the
final κ similar value of this action to s by averaging the similar
values from the number of C combinations of pair-wise frames.

The complexity of getting all the average κ values for each
action in the database needs O(N). Computing the κ value for
each action initially and obtaining the largestκ value takeO(N),
respectively. In addition, there is no need to compute C rounds
for some actions, since these actions cannot result in the small
κ value. Based on the analysis, the worst total complexity of
our algorithm is O(N) + 2 ∗ O(N) = O(N), which is linear.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we validate our approach on both semi-synthetic
and real data. First, we show the performances on controlled
semi-synthetic data, generated from the real CMU Motion
Capture Database,1 using synthetic cameras with different
viewing directions. This dataset consists of various sequences
of actions in 3D, captured from real human actions. Each
frame from the database provides annotated world positions
of body parts decomposed from the human body, which is
performed by a player. We obtain the imaged actions of the
same action from different viewpoints using several cameras,
and then add Gaussian noise to simulate a realistic scenario.
This is because the noise from the tracking procedure could
be Gaussian. We perform both our method and the traditional
two-view method [17] on this noise data to demonstrate that
our approach is superior to [17] in the real scenario. The
comparison performances with [17] are evaluated on both noise
robustness and action identification accuracy. The reason why
we compare our method with that in [17] is that it represents
the advanced development in two-view solutions in the field of

1http://mocap.cs.cmu.edu.

action recognition. Second, we apply the ARSMR algorithm
to synchronize videos on two sets of real data that consist
of 56 sequences of 8 actions [11].2 In this dataset, labeled
image points are provided in various frames performed by
different actors. The advantage of this dataset lies in that imaged
skeleton points for each action have been well labeled. The
post-processing of filtering noises caused by track skills has
been done in the dataset. Therefore, we take advantage of
this fact to perform the action recognition without considering
the noise impact. Experimental results reveal that our method
outperforms two-view methods by using pre-labeled frames.

4.1. Evaluation on noise robustness

The semi-synthetic data are generated by using the CMU
Motion Capture Database,3 which consists of various sequences
of actions in 3D, captured from real human actions. Each
frame from the database provides annotated world positions
of body parts decomposed from the human body, which is
performed by a player. Instead of using all the body points in
the database, we select a subset of the body points, where 11
body points are sufficient to represent a human action according
to our experiments. The 11 joints include head, tibia, foot,
humerus, arm radius and hand. An action of jump in 3D space
is shown in Fig. 1a. Here, we use 11 3D body points in each
action, and project the 3D points onto images through synthetic
cameras. As illustrated in Fig. 1a, three cameras with different
viewing directions are employed to observe a jump action. The
corresponding images are denoted as I1, I2 and I3 in Fig. 1.

Two error results computed from [I1, I2, I3] and [I1, I2, I4]
are shown in Fig. 2. We add Gaussian noises to the image points
by increasing σ at a step of 0.3 from 0 to 6. Note that we
use I3 and I4 to represent the same pose and different poses,
respectively, and the following figures also follow this notation.
For each noise level, 100 independent trials are repeated in the
experiments, and the mean and standard deviation of both errors
are calculated. It is obvious that the ratio κ in Equation (5)
computed from the point–point–point correspondences that
refer to the joints of the articulated body skeleton (e.g. I1, I2, I3)
is close to zero and lower than that from non-point–point–point
correspondences (e.g. I1, I2, I4), since the corresponding triplet
can be regarded as perspective views of the same rigid object.
Consequently, the two actions can be identified unambiguously
until σ increases to 4.2 and the ARSMR algorithm can
accurately distinguish different actions by using the similarity
measure ratio. We also compare our results with those obtained
by a dissimilarity measure ratio from the fundamental matrix
[17]. The fundamental matrices are computed for the pair
〈I1, I2〉(red) and 〈I1, I4〉(blue), respectively. The error function
for the ratio κ = σ9/σ1 is shown in Fig. 2a, where the same and

2http://cil.cs.ucf.edu/actionrecognition.html.
3http://mocap.cs.cmu.edu.
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FIGURE 1. Motion points used to test robustness of our method to noise. Here, we show noise-free images with the resolution of about 300×200,
i.e. I1, I2, I3 observed by three synthetic cameras. Note that our experiments use 11 motion points and the stick shapes are shown for better
illustration of pose configurations. (a) Three cameras are set to observe a jump action in 3D space. Each camera’s position and orientation are
represented by a green pyramid. (b) The third camera in (a) is reset to observe another action: a standing person, and the projection onto an image
is shown in I4.
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FIGURE 2. Performance with respect to noise levels. The estimated ratio κ is achieved from correspondences in three frames that are observed
by three cameras. (a) and (b) show the error functions of 〈I1, I2, I3〉 and 〈I1, I2, I4〉 with increasing Gaussian noise for our method and the method
proposed in [17], respectively. The same pose line denotes that the third pose is the same as the other two, while the blue one denotes that the
third pose is different from the known two known poses. The same and different poses are distinguished unambiguously until σ reaches 4.2 in our
method compared with σ = 2.2 in [17].

different poses cannot be distinguished when the noise level
reaches 2.2.

4.2. Evaluation on view-invariance

Without loss of generality, we select two frame triplets
[I1, I2, I3] and [I1, I2, I4] for the computation of the similarity
measure ratio κ . We generate three cameras as shown in Fig. 3a:
cameras 1 and 3 are the same as in Fig. 1a , with the focal
length of f = 1000 for camera 1, and f = 2000 for camera 3;
camera 2 is obtained by rotating along two pyramid trajectories
marked by green and blue in Fig. 3a and b. The green pyramid

trajectory is generated by rotating the camera around the z-axis
by φ = j (π/18) (j = 1, 2, . . . , 35). Similarly, the blue
pyramid trajectory is generated by rotating the camera around
the x-axis by θ = i(π/18) (i = 1, 2, . . . , 33). The results are
illustrated in Fig. 3c and d, which show that, when three cameras
are observing the same pose, the ratio κ is zero in the absence
of noise regardless of where their different viewpoints are.

4.3. Test on action recognition

We select five actions from the CMU’s motion capture database:
walk, run, soccer-kick, jump and stair-climbing. Each action is
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FIGURE 3. Performance with respect to view-invariance. (a) The first and third cameras are labeled with the cyan. Camera 2’s positions and
orientations are illustrated by a green pyramid trajectory. (b) A blue pyramid trajectory for camera 2. (c) Estimated ratio κ for the same and different
poses corresponds to Camera 2’s green trajectory in (a). (d) Estimated ratio κ for the same and different poses corresponds to Camera 2’s blue
trajectory in (b).

performed by three different actors and each pose of a 3D action
is observed by 15 synthesized cameras. As shown in Fig. 4a,
the first camera’s position and field of view are illustrated
by the cyan pyramid, and the other 14 cameras are set along
two trajectories that are formed by rotating the cameras along
the x-axis and z-axis by φ and θ , where φ = i(4/π), i =
1, . . . , 7, and θ = π/9, π/6 for the green and blue trajectory,
respectively. The focal lengths are set as 1000 and 2000 for the
two trajectories. Figure 4b shows an example of 3D walk poses
watched from 15 viewpoints.Then standard Gaussian noise with
σ = 3 is added to the image points. Consequently, our dataset
consists of a total of 225 sequences representing 5 actions and
each sequence contains 60 frames. The two model motions for
each kind of action are obtained by setting the two cameras to
observe another actor who is performing the same action. Each
action is matched against all actions in the action database and
classified as the known one with the lowest similarity ratio. The
classification results are given in Table 1. Note that the action
classification results are obtained by computing the similarity
ratio κ , which measures the similarity between the model and

test actions locally. In Table 1, for example, the number in row
2, column 1 means that 4 of run actions are mis-recognized
as the walk action. Table 2 shows the confusion matrix for the
same dataset using the method proposed in [17]. The overall
accuracy for our method is about 87%, compared with 81% for
the method in [17].

4.4. Test on real data-video alignment and
synchronization

In this section, we evaluate our method on two datasets of real
video sequences for the application to video synchronization.
We select two sequences from the real datasets in [11]: golf-
swing and tennis-serve to evaluate the proposed method for the
video alignment. The inputs to our algorithm are a sequence
of body point sets that can be obtained by using articulated
object tracking techniques such as [25, 26]. Further discussions
on articulated object tracking algorithms can be found in [27].
We assume that motion tracking has already been performed
for the data, and labeled points for each frame are given.
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FIGURE 4. A pose of a walk action observed by 15 cameras. (a) A 3D pose of a walk action and 15 cameras’ positions and orientations are
distributed as green pyramids and blue pyramids. The directions of x-, y- and z-axis are denoted by red lines. (b) 15 views of a 3D walk pose
watched from 15 viewpoints.

TABLE 1. Our method for the 225 sequences in Fig. 4: overall
accuracy is about 87%.

Recognized as

Ground truth Walk Run Soccer-kick Jump Climb

Walk 39 4 2 0 0
Run 4 41 0 0 0
Soccer-kick 3 3 37 2 0
Jump 2 3 1 38 1
Climb 0 3 0 2 40

TABLE 2. The method in [17] for the 225 sequences in Fig. 4:
overall accuracy is about 81%.

Recognized as

Ground truth Walk Run Soccer-kick Jump Climb

Walk 32 5 1 7 0
Run 2 36 4 1 2
Soccer-kick 3 4 36 2 0
Jump 2 2 3 37 1
Climb 1 3 0 1 40

As both Figs 5 and 6 show, each action is performed by different
players, and the videos are taken by different unknown cameras
from various viewpoints. In addition, videos in the same action
group may have different frame rates and different starting or
ending times. Players also perform the same action in different
ways as well as at different speeds.

In the first example shown in Fig. 5, three sequences of
different lengths (Both the upper two sequences consist of 40

frames, and the lower one’s length is 60 frames) are aligned with
frame-to-frame mapping, in which two players are performing
golf-swing at different speeds. The two aligned sequences are
selected as a training set, which is used as the known action
to recognize the action in the query sequence, as shown in the
last row of Fig. 5. Note that the two model action sequences
are aligned manually and we assume that each aligned pair
corresponds to a frame in the test action sequences. To identify
the action based on the input training sequences, we use
dynamic programming to enforce the similarity measure ratio
κ in Equation (5) and the tri-linear relations in Equation (7)
between three views. According to the training sequences, each
action recognition in the target sequence is achieved by globally
finding the frame that corresponds to a minimum similarity ratio
and a trifocal tensor having the minimum residual error with
the next process of recognition. The similarity cost function is
defined as F = ε + κ , where ε is the residual error defined
in Equation (8), and κ is the similarity ratio. This is based
on the fact that a minimum occurs at the temporal location
where the best match occurs, i.e. the three frames can be
regarded as watching the same 3D rigid motion. Note that
we compute the residual errors between the trifocal tensors
locally rather than globally since we assume that the estimated
tensors are related to each other when they are achieved from
neighboring frames, i.e. they comply to the Markov property and
are independent of temporal transformation. Nonetheless, the
consistency in the trifocal tensor for the entire video sequence
provides a global and temporal measuring constraint for the
video synchronization.

In Fig. 5, the first two rows show a portion of aligned
matching frames for two model action sequences: [Ii → Ji]
(i = 3, 7, 9, . . . , 39). The action alignment on golf swing is
illustrated in the third row, and the mismatch occurs in the
seventh group (I27, J27) → K46 labeled with the red cross.
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FIGURE 5. Recognizing results using the proposed ARSMR algorithm. The first two rows are two aligned training sequences of golf swing. The
third row is the recognizing result in the query sequence using the ARSMR algorithm.

FIGURE 6. Recognizing results using the ARSMR algorithm. The first two rows are two aligned training sequences of tennis serve. The third row
is the recognizing result in the query sequence using the ARSMR algorithm.

The second example is illustrated in Fig. 6, in which two
model sequences of a tennis-serve action are aligned: [Ui → Vi]
(i = 1, 2, . . . , 48) (the upper two rows). The two aligned
sequences consist of 48 frames that have the same length but
differ in the starting and ending temporal locations in terms
of performers’ pose. The query video sequence to be aligned
is denoted as Wi (i = 12, 16, . . . , 80). The aligning results
are shown in the last row and the mismatch occurs in the
groups: [(U16, V16) → W20, (U44, V44) → W73], compared
with the ground truth matching. The synchronizing results of
the frame-wise matches for the two query sequences are shown
in Fig. 7.

We evaluate our method on action recognition on a dataset of
real video sequences. These videos are collected from a variety
of sources that consist of 50 sequences of 7 actions: 12 of ballet
spin, 9 of golf swing, 6 of push-up exercise, 4 of tennis forehand
stroke, 7 of tennis serve, 4 of one-handed tennis backhand stroke
and 8 of two-handed tennis backhand stroke. Each action is
performed by different players and the videos are taken by
different unknown cameras from various viewpoints collected
from the Internet. In addition, videos in the same action group
may have different starting and ending times.We build the action
database by selecting two video sequences as the model actions
for each action and the other sequences are used as the query
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FIGURE 7. Traced paths using dynamic programming. The black
circles indicate the correct recognizing actions while red circles denote
wrong matches. The horizontal and vertical axis denote the frame
numbers in the query sequences and model pairs. (a) Golf-swing, (b)
Tennis-serve.

sequences. The test sequences are matched, with two model
actions for each action, by computing the similarity ratio κ

between them. The confusion matrix is shown in Fig. 8, where
dark colors represent similar actions and light colors denote
dissimilar actions.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT ANALYSIS

Since the similarity ratio κ in Equation (5) exploited from
Equation (4) is homogeneous, observation matrix A in
Equation (2) must have rank at most 26 under the condition
that a solution of t in Equation (2) exists. It is clear that if
the observation matrix is full rank, no non-zero solution in
Equation (2) can be obtained. It is well recognized that due to
the noise or the matching error, the rank of A may not be exactly
26, which requires one to define the condition number of A, i.e.
the ratio of the smallest singular value σ27 to the largest singular
value σ1. On the basis of that, we use the rank constraint derived
from the singular values of matrix A to measure the match of
three actions. As Fig. 2a shows, the different actions can be

differentiated distinctly until the noise level reaches 4.2 pixels.
This is because the rank constraint generated by the same actions
can give a solution for t.

It is remarkable that the trifocal tensor, since it expresses
a relationship between image entities only, is independent of
3D projective transformations. Conversely, the camera matrices
determined from the trifocal tensor are only up to a projective
ambiguity, which guarantees the view-invariant performance of
our method shown in Fig. 3c and d. This is because two camera
pairs {P1, P2}, {P1, P3} do not necessarily define the same
projective world frame, whereas the tri-view constraint works
only when the triple {P1, P2, P3} is consistent. As shown in
Fig. 3a and b, camera 3 rotating along the trajectories produces
the camera relationship via P3 = P3H, where H represents 3D
projective transformations. Hence, the triple {P1, P2, P3H} is
compatible with the trifocal tensor.

Along with the frame-wise measurement of the postural
similarity, it is observed here that a strong global constraint can
be imposed on action synchronization describing three actors if
they are performing the same action. In our case (Figs 5 and 6),
two video synchronization demonstrations can be achieved
regardless of what the performing speed, body size and time
line of the actors are. For an action element et , the trifocal tensor
matrices associated with (xt ,yt ,zt ) and (xt+1,yt+1,zt+1) are the
same if three actions perform the action element defined by et .
Based on this fact, if three actors belong to the same action
between the frames, the transformation that captures the pose
and dimension between the actors remains the same.As a result,
the observation matrix A is also stable, which implies that the
rank constraint in our method can be used as a global measure
of action synchronization in video sequences.

6. CONCLUSION

In the context of action recognition, it is desirable that
algorithms maintain invariance to views with respect to a set of
possible projection matrices. In this paper, we have presented
a new method that uses a set of 11 motion points for the
presentation of human action, and then recognized human action
by enforcing the geometric constraints provided by the trifocal
tensor. As demonstrated on both semi-synthetic and real data,
our approach is able to recognize human action accurately

FIGURE 8. Results of action recognition based on the confusion matrix. The actions are denoted by numbers: 1, ballet spin; 2, golf-swing; 3,
push up; 4, tennis forehand stroke; 5, tennis serve; 6, one-hand tennis backhand stroke; 7, two-hand tennis backhand stroke.
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in spite of the variance in camera viewpoints across different
subjects and high noise levels in data points. Our approach is
also applied to video synchronization by enforcing the similarity
ratio and alleviating the constraints inherent in the trifocal
tensor. The proposed method can be applied to some potential
fields including athletic performance analysis, recognition or
analysis of human action and behavior, visual surveillance and
action metrology.
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